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Abstract—Integrated sensing and communication (ISAC) is a
promising technique to provide sensing services in future wireless
networks. Numerous existing works have adopted a monostatic
radar architecture to realize ISAC, i.e., employing the same
base station (BS) to transmit the ISAC signal and receive the
echo. Yet, the concurrent information transmission causes un-
avoidable self-interference (SI) to the radar echo at the BS.
To overcome this difficulty, we propose a coordinated cellular
network-supported multistatic radar architecture to implement
ISAC, which allows us to spatially separate the ISAC signal
transmission and radar echo reception, intrinsically circumventing
the problem of SI. To this end, we jointly optimize the transmit and
receive beamforming policy to minimize the sensing beam pattern
mismatch error subject to ISAC quality-of-service requirements.
The resulting non-convex optimization problem is tackled by an
alternating optimization-based suboptimal algorithm. Simulation
results showed that the proposed scheme outperforms the two
baseline schemes adopting conventional designs.

Index Terms—Integrated sensing and communication, beam-
forming design, resource allocation, self-interference management.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, integrated sensing and communication (ISAC) has

drawn considerable research interest due to its appealing ad-

vantages, such as enabling efficient spectrum sharing between

communication and radar systems, and acquiring sensing in-

formation for a variety of innovative applications [1]. Moti-

vated by these advantages, various works have proposed to

unleash the potential of ISAC to improve the performance

of wireless networks, e.g., [2]–[4]. In particular, the authors

of [2] developed several optimization-based waveform design

schemes for minimizing the downlink multiuser interference

in a dual-functional radar and communication (DFRC) base

stations (BSs)-supported ISAC system. Also, in [3], the authors

proposed a novel optimization framework with variable-length

time slots to flexibly prioritize communication and sensing so

as to achieve secure and robust ISAC. In fact, most of the works

in the literature, including [2] and [3], adopt a monostatic radar

architecture to achieve ISAC, i.e., exploiting the same DFRC

BS to transmit ISAC signal and receive radar echo. Yet, in

practice, a radar echo usually returns to the DFRC BS before

the information transmission ends. For instance, for a sensing

target that is 300 meters away from the DFRC BS, the desired

echo signal bounces back in only 2 µs. While in the Long-

Term Evolution (LTE) standard [5] and the Fifth-Generation

New Radio (5G NR) standard [6], the symbol durations are

typically around tens of microseconds. As a result, strong self-

interference (SI) is expected between the concurrent ISAC

signal transmission and radar echo reception. Besides, echo

signals typically suffer from severe round-trip path loss [7].

Following the example above, the considered sensing target

causes a free-space round-trip path loss of roughly 180 dB

for a sensing signal at 2.4 GHz, which makes the echo signal

significantly weaker than the SI. As such, conventional SI can-

cellation techniques developed for full-duplex communication

systems may not be able to effectively suppress the SI at the

monostatic BS to below the targeted echo power level [8]. This

leads to a bottleneck in realizing high-quality ISAC in wireless

networks.

Motivated by the above observations, in this paper, we

propose to leverage cellular network-based multistatic radar ar-

chitecture to achieve high-quality ISAC. Specifically, given a set

of coordinated DFRC BSs, we dynamically form a multistatic

radar system based on a pre-designed BS selection criterion.

The transmit and receive beamforming at the multistatic trans-

mitter and receiver are jointly optimized to minimize the beam

pattern mismatch error while ensuring the quality-of-service

(QoS) requirements in information transmission and sensing.

An alternating optimization (AO)-based algorithm is developed

to tackle the formulated optimization problem efficiently.

Notation: Vectors and matrices are denoted by boldface

lowercase and boldface capital letters, respectively. RNˆM and

CNˆM denote the space of N ˆM real-valued and complex-

valued matrices, respectively. | ¨ | and || ¨ ||2 denote the absolute

value and the l2-norm operators, respectively. p¨qT , and p¨qH
stand for the transpose and the conjugate transpose of of

their arguments, respectively. IN refers to the identity matrix

of dimension N . HN denotes the set of complex Hermitian

matrices of dimension N . Trp¨q and Rankp¨q refer to the trace

and rank of their arguments, respectively. DiagpXq represents

a vector whose elements are extracted from the main diagonal

of matrix X; diagpxq denotes an N ˆ N diagonal matrix

with main diagonal elements x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xN . A ľ 0 indicates

that A is a positive semidefinite matrix. CN p0, σ2q specifies

the distribution of a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian

(CSCG) random variable with mean 0 and variance σ2.
∆“ and

„ stand for “defined as” and “distributed as”, respectively. E t¨u
denotes the statistical expectation.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a cellular network-based integrated sensing and com-
munication system comprising K “ 3 users and M “ 3 coordinated cells,
where each cell contains a dual-functional radar and communication (DFRC)
base station (BS). Specifically, DFRC BSs 1 and 3 cooperate to transmit ISAC
signals to serve the K users and sense a desired target, while DFRC BS 2 is
selected as the multistatic receiver to receive echo signal.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we first introduce the proposed multi-cell

network-based ISAC system. Subsequently, we present the

corresponding signal model.

A. Coordinated Cellular Network-Based ISAC System Model

We consider a coordinated multi-cell system comprising M

cells, each with a BS located at the center, cf. Fig. 1. In

particular, the M BSs synchronize with each other to form a

cooperation cluster, i.e., share the spectrum, data, and channel

state information (CSI) [9], to provide communication services

for K single-antenna users. Also, each BS is assumed to be

equipped with a uniform linear array comprising N antenna

elements and all the BSs are capable of DFRC to facilitate

ISAC. Moreover, there is one desired sensing target and J

non-interested targets in the area of the multi-cell network.

To effectively suppress the interference from the information

transmission to the echo reception, in this paper, we propose to

adopt a multistatic radar architecture in the coordinated multi-

cell system. In particular, based on the pre-designed criterion1,

we first select a BS from the cooperation BS cluster as a

multistatic radar receiver, denoted by BS M , while all the other

BSs act as multistatic radar transmitters. Also, all the multistatic

transmitters apply information beamforming to convey data

signals and to synthesize sensing beams to illuminate the

desired sensing target. The selected multistatic radar receiver

receives the echo signal from the illuminated sensing target

for sensing information extraction. Besides, to investigate the

performance upper bound of the considered system, we assume

that the user’s perfect CSI and target’s location information

are available on each BS [10], [11]. To simplify the notation,

1The selection criterion will be presented in Section III-A.

we collect the indices of the multistatic transmitters (unse-

lected BSs), users, and targets in sets M “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,M ´ 1u,

K “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Ku, and J “ t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ju, respectively. Note that

index j “ 0 is associated with the desired sensing target.

B. Signal Model

In each scheduling time slot, BS m generates a signal stream

xm “ ř

kPK

wm,kbk, @m P M. Here, wm,k P CNˆ1 and bk P C

denote the beamforming vector and the information-carrying

symbol dedicated to user k, respectively. We assume Et|bk|2u “
1, @k P K, without loss of generality. The received signals at

user k and at the multistatic receiver (BS M ) are given by,

respectively, [12]

yk “
ÿ

mPM

`

gHm,k `
ÿ

jPJ

lk,jf
H
m,j

˘

xm ` nk, (1)

yM “
ÿ

mPM

`

ÿ

jPJ

hM,jf
H
m,j ` Fm,M

˘

xm ` nM . (2)

Here, nk „ CN p0, σ2
kq and nM „ CN p0, σ2

MIN q denote

the additive white Gaussian noises (AWGNs) at user k with

variance σ2
k and at the multistatic receiver with noise variance

σ2
M , respectively [13]. Also, vector gm,k P CNˆ1 and scalar

lk,j P C characterize the channel between BS m, m P M,

and user k and the channel between user k and target j,

respectively.2 Moreover, matrix Fm,M P CNˆN characterizes

the channel between BS m, m P M, and the multistatic

receiver. Furthermore, vectors fm,j P CNˆ1 and hM,j P CNˆ1

represent the channel between BS m and target j and the chan-

nel between target j and the multistatic receiver, respectively,

where m P M, j P J . In this paper, we model fm,j and hM,j

as pure line-of-sight (LoS) channels [14]. Specifically, channel

vector fm,j is given by

fm,j “ ?
αm,japθm,jq, (3)

where αm,j P R and apθm,jq P CNˆ1 denote the channel

gain and the steering vector between BS m and target j,

respectively. Specifically, scalar parameter αm,j is given by

αm,j “ γj
µ

d2m,j

P R, where γj P R is the radar cross-

section of target j [15], and dm,j is the distance between

BS m and target j. Parameter µ is given by µ “ p c
4πfc

q2
and its value depends on the system center frequency fc and

the speed of light c. Moreover, vector apθm,jq is given by

apθm,jq “
”

1, ej2πωsinθm,j , ¨ ¨ ¨ , ej2πωpNT´1qsinθm,j

ıT

, where

θm,j and ω are the angle of departure (AoD) from BS m to

target j and the normalized spacing between adjacent antenna

elements, respectively. Similarly, channel vector hM,j can be

expressed as follows

hM,j “
?
γjµ

dM,j

apθM,jq, (4)

where dM,j P R denotes the distance between target j and the

multistatic receiver. Also, apθM,jq P CNˆ1 and θM,j are the

2Similar to [12], we assume that the communication users would not cause
any signal reflection.



steering vector between target j and the multistatic receiver and

the corresponding angle of arrival (AoA), respectively. For ease

of presentation, we rewrite (1) and (2) equivalently as follows,

respectively,

yk “ gHk wkbk
looomooon

Desired data signal

` gHk

ÿ

iPKztku

wibi

looooooomooooooon

Multiuser interference

`nk, (5)

yM “ hM,0f
H
0

ÿ

kPK

wkbk

looooooooomooooooooon

Desired echo signal

`
ÿ

jPJ zt0u

hM,jf
H
j

ÿ

kPK

wkbk

loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon

Undesired clutter

` FM
ÿ

kPK

wkbk

loooooomoooooon

BS crosstalk

`nM . (6)

Here, we define gk P CNpM´1qˆ1, fj P CNpM´1qˆ1, FM P
CNˆNpM´1q, and wk P CNpM´1qˆ1 as follows, respectively,

gk
∆“

«

gH1,k`
ÿ

jPJ

lk,jf
H
1,j , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,gHpM´1q,k`

ÿ

jPJ

lk,jf
H
pM´1q,j

ffH

,(7)

fj
∆“

”

fH1,j , ¨ ¨ ¨ , fHm,j , ¨ ¨ ¨ , fHpM´1q,j

ıH

, @j P J , (8)

FM
∆“

“

F1,M , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Fm,M , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,FpM´1q,M

‰

, (9)

wk
∆“

”

wH
1,k, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,wH

m,k, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,wH
pM´1q,k

ıH

, @k. (10)

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we first propose a multistatic receiver se-

lection criterion. Then, we introduce the adopted QoS metrics

and formulate the resource allocation algorithm design as a

non-convex problem, which will be handled by developing

a computationally-efficient suboptimal algorithm. The optimal

algorithm design will be studied in our future work.

A. Distance-Based BS Selection Criterion

First, we propose a low-complexity heuristic multistatic re-

ceiver selection criterion based on the geometry of the network

as follows

Multistatic receiver selection:

i. Calculation: Qi “
ρ

ˆ

ś

kPK

r
βi,k

i,k

˙
1

K

p1 ´ ρqd2i,0
, @i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mu ,(11)

ii. Relabel: M “ arg max
@iPt1,¨¨¨ ,Mu

Qi. (12)

Here, we calculate Qi for each BS and relabel the selected

BS as BS M . Also, the weighted factor 0 ă ρ ă 1 is used

to prioritize sensing and communication while a large value

of ρ prefers communication over sensing when selecting the

multistatic receiver. Moreover, di,0 P R denotes the distance

between BS i and the desired target. ri,k P R and βi,k P R

denote the distance between BS i and user k and the path

loss exponent of the corresponding channel, @i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mu.

We interpret the meaning of Qi as follows. On the one hand,

since the multistatic receiver does not contribute to active

transmission, we select the farthest BS from the centroid of the

region spanned by the locations of the users because the BS’s

transmission is less power-efficient compared to other BSs; on

the other hand, to reduce the path loss attenuation of the echo

signal, we prefer to select the BS closest to the sensing target

as the multistatic receiver.3 As a result, Qi can be regarded as

the ratio between the average path loss (in dB) from BS i to all

the users and the path loss from BS i to the desired target. By

using (11) and (12), we select the BS with the maximum Qi
as the multistatic transmitter to facilitate high-quality sensing

and communication given limited transmit power.

B. Performance Metrics

In each scheduling time slot, the signal-to-interference-plus-

noise ratio of user k is given by

Γkpwkq “
ˇ

ˇgHk wk

ˇ

ˇ

2

ř

iPKztku

ˇ

ˇgHk wi

ˇ

ˇ

2 ` σ2
k

. (13)

On the other hand, according to radar sensing theory, the

DFRC BS has to illuminate the desired target by transmitting

energy-focusing beams with low side lobe leakages such that

the desired echoes can be easily distinguished from the non-

interested targets-induced clutter [16]. To this end, we propose

to employ highly-directional beams for sensing. Specifically,

we discretize the angular domain r´π
2
, π
2

s into I directions and

define the ideal beam pattern at multistatic transmitter m, i.e.,

tPmpφiquIi“1, m P M, as [17]

Pmpφiq “
"

1, |φi ´ θm,0| ď ψ
2

0, otherwise
, (14)

where ψ is the desired beamwidth of the ideal beam pattern

for sensing the desired target.4 Since the ideal beam pattern is

difficult to generate in practice, we approximate it by properly

design the information beamforming vectors. To quantify the

accuracy of such an approximation, we adopt the difference

between the ideal beam pattern and the actual beam pattern,

i.e., the beam pattern mismatch error, as a performance metric

for sensing as follows [11]

C
`

ζm,wk

˘

“
I

ÿ

i“1

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ζmPmpφiq ´ aHpφiq
`

ÿ

kPK

wkw
H
k

˘

Dmapφiq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

.

(15)

Here, variable ζm P R is used to scale the ideal transmit beam

pattern. Also, a diagonal matrix Dm P RNpM´1qˆNpM´1q is

defined as Dm
∆“ diagp0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0

looomooon

pm´1qN

, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1
looomooon

N

, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0
looomooon

pM´1´mqN

q, @m P

M. Similarly, for the multistatic receiver, we also define the

ideal beam pattern tPM pφiquIi“1 and beam pattern mismatch

error E
`

ζM ,vM
˘

as follows, respectively,

PM pφiq “
"

1, |φi ´ θM,0| ď ψ
2

0, otherwise
, (16)

3A more comprehensive criterion that also takes into account the non-
interested targets will be investigated in our future work.

4In practice, the value of ψ depends on the location uncertainty of the target,
number of antennas, etc.



E
`

ζM ,vM
˘

“
I

ÿ

i“1

ˇ

ˇζMPM pφiq ´ aHpφiqvMvHMapφiq
ˇ

ˇ ,(17)

where variable ζM P R is used to scale the ideal receive

beam pattern and vM P CNˆ1 is the receive beamforming

vector of the multistatic receiver. Moreover, to ensure the

reliable detection of the desired echo signal, we consider

two additional performance metrics for sensing. On the one

hand, to ensure the echo signal of the desired target can

be effectively captured, we consider the received power of

the desired echo at the multistatic receiver which is given

by PSpvM ,wkq ∆“ TrpvMvHMH0,MZHH
0,M q, where Hj,M

∆“
hM,jf

H
j P CNˆNpM´1q is the target response matrix of target

j, @j P J , [15], and Z P CNpM´1qˆNpM´1q is defined

as Z
∆“ ř

kPK

wkw
H
k for notational simplicity. On the other

hand, to effectively suppress the interference, we consider

the interference at the multistatic receiver, i.e., ISpvM ,wkq,

which is given by ISpvM ,wkq ∆“ Tr
´

vMvHM
`

p ř

jPJ

Hj,M `

FM qZp ř

jPJ

Hj,M ` FM qHH0,MZHH
0,M

˘

¯

.

C. Optimization Problem Formulation

In this paper, we aim to minimize the beam pattern mismatch

error at both the multistatic transmitters and receiver to facilitate

high-quality sensing while satisfying QoS requirements of

communication users and target sensing. In particular, the joint

transmit and receive beamforming policy, i.e., wk and vM ,

and scaling factors ζm and ζM can be obtained by solving the

following problem

minimize
wk,vM ,ζm,ζM

ÿ

mPM

C
`

ζm,wk

˘

` E
`

ζM ,vM
˘

s.t. C1: 1mDiagp
ÿ

kPK

wkw
H
k q ď Pmax

m , @m P M,

C2: ||vM ||22 “ 1, C3: PSpvM ,wkq ě P
req
S ,

C4: ISpvM ,wkq ď ItolS , C5: Γkpwkq ě Γ
req
k ,@k.(18)

Here, vector 1m P R1ˆpM´1qN is defined as 1m
∆“

r0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0
looomooon

pm´1qN

, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1
looomooon

N

, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0
looomooon

pM´1´mqN

s. In constraint C1, the transmit

power of multistatic transmitter m is limited by the power

budget Pmax
m ą 0. In constraint C2, we take into account

the power invariant property in the signal processing at the

multistatic receiver. To ensure reliable detection of the echo

signal at the multistatic receiver, we restrict the minimum echo

power strength and the maximum tolerable interference to be

above P
req
S ą 0 and below ItolS ą 0, respectively, as specified

in constraints C3 and C4, respectively. Γ
req
k ą 0 in constraint

C5 denotes the minimum required SINR for user k.

Due to the coupled optimization variables and non-convex

constraints C3, C4, and C5, (18) is a non-convex problem.

In the next section, we develop an AO-based algorithm which

produces a high-quality solution to (18) with low computational

complexity.

IV. SOLUTION OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

To start with, we define beamforming matrices Wk “
wkw

H
k , @k P K, and VM “ vMvHM . Then, we recast (18)

into an equivalent form as follows [18]

minimize
WkPHNpM´1q,

Wkľ0,VMPHN ,
VMľ0,ζm,ζM

ÿ

mPM

C
`

ζm,Wk

˘

` E
`

ζM ,VM

˘

s.t. C1-C5,C6: RankpWkq “ 1,@k,C7:RankpVM q “ 1. (19)

Subsequently, by exploiting AO theory [19], we divide the

feasible set of (18) into two disjoint blocks, i.e., tζm,Wku and

tζM ,VMu, where each block is associated with a subproblem.

Each subproblem is solved by fixing the other block. In particu-

lar, for given tζM ,VMu, we can employ semidefinite relaxation

(SDR) [20], [21] to remove the rank-one constraint C6. On

the other hand, for given tζm,Wku, the rank-one constraint

C7 is omitted by SDR. The two resulting rank constraint-

relaxed subproblems can be optimally solved by applying

convex problem solvers such as CVX [22]. The tightness of

the SDR is revealed in the following theorem.

Theorem 1: For given tζM ,VMu, we can always find an

optimal beamforming matrix W˚
k of the rank constraint-relaxed

version of the resulting subproblem such that RankpW˚
k q “ 1.

For given tζm,Wku, an optimal unit-rank beamforming matrix

V˚
M can always be obtained.

Proof: The proof of Theorem 1 follows similar steps as the

proof in [23, Appendix], and is thus omitted here due to page

limitation.

We note that for both blocks tζm,Wku and tζM ,VMu, the

associated rank-one relaxed versions of the subproblems are

convex problems [24], [25]. As a result, we can optimally solve

the two subproblems alternatingly and the objective function

value of (18) is monotonically non-increasing. According to

[19], [26], by optimally solving both subproblems, the proposed

AO-based iterative algorithm is guaranteed to converge to

a stationary point of (18) in polynomial time. Besides, the

computational complexity of the AO-based algorithm is given

by O

´

logp1{τq
´

KN3pM´1q3`K2N2pM´1q2`N3
˘

¯

[27],

[28], where O p¨q is the big-O notation and τ is the convergence

tolerance of the AO-based algorithm.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we assess the performance of the proposed

cooperative ISAC scheme via simulation. In particular, we

consider M “ 3 coordinated DFRC BSs and each BS is

equipped with N “ 9 antennas. The K “ 3 users, one

desired sensing target, and J “ 2 non-interested target are

randomly and uniformly distributed in the multi-cell network

and the radius of each cell is 100 m. For the users-involved

channels, i.e., gm,k and lk,j , the path loss exponent is set to 3,

while the path loss exponent of the remaining channels in the

system is set to 2. We model the small-scale fading coefficients

of the BS-user, BS-BS, and target-user channels as Rician

random variables with a Rician factor of 5. The multistatic

receiver is selected based on the criterion developed in Section
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S
“ ´96 dBm.

III-A. The angular domain r´π
2
, π
2

s is equally divided into

I “ 360 directions to generate tPmpφiquIi“1, m P M, and

tPM pφiquIi“1. The key parameters are set as µ “ 40 dB,

σ2
k “ ´105 dBm, P

req
S “ ´90 dBm, Γ

req
k “ 10 dB, and

Pmax
m “ 43 dBm [29]. For comparison, we also consider

two baseline schemes. For baseline scheme 1, one DFRC BS

employs a monostatic radar architecture for target sensing,

while the other two BSs assist in information transmission. For

baseline scheme 2, rather than coordinated operations, all three

DFRC BSs adopt the monostatic radar architecture to realize

ISAC independently. For both baseline schemes, we take into

account the interference from ISAC signal transmission to echo

signal reception in constraint C4 of (18). Then, we assume

that SI cancellation is applied by the DFRC BS with a SI

cancellation coefficient of ´100 dB [30].

Fig. 2 illustrates the ideal beam pattern and the actual beam

patterns of the multistatic transmitters and receiver for one

channel realization. For ease of comparison, we align the beam

patterns such that they are centered at 0-degree. In particular,

we observe that the beam pattern of the multistatic receiver

largely mimics the main characteristics of the ideal beam pat-

tern. We can also observe that to suppress the interference from

the non-interested target, there is a spatial null at around 15-

degree. As for the beam patterns of the multistatic transmitters,

apart from the main lobes that closely approximate the ideal

beam pattern, there are also several large side lobes. This is

because multistatic transmitters need to allocate a portion of

the transmit power to satisfy the QoS requirements of the

communication users whose locations are different from the

desired targets.

In Fig. 3, we investigate the infeasibility rate of the optimiza-

tion problem (18) versus the maximum tolerable interference

for echo signal detection for different schemes. In particular, for

different values of ItolS , we generate 100 random channel real-

izations. Then, we solve (18) and count the number of infeasible
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Fig. 3. Average infeasibility rate versus the maximum tolerable interference
for different schemes.

solutions.5 As can be observed from the figure, compared to the

two baseline schemes, the proposed scheme can significantly

reduce the infeasibility rate thanks to the proposed multistatic

architecture. As for the two baseline schemes, although the

ISAC signal-induced SI is significantly suppressed by a factor

of 100 dB, the residual SI and unfavorable clutter can still

severely impair the detection of the echo signal which suffers

from the round-trip path loss. As a result, in the considered

range of ItolS , both the baseline schemes rarely produce a

feasible solution.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a coordinated multi-cell network-

based multistatic architecture to realize high-quality ISAC. In

particular, we first developed a distance-based BS selection

criterion to form a multistatic radar system. An AO-based

computationally-efficient algorithm was developed to obtain a

suboptimal transmit and receive beamforming policy which

minimized the beam pattern mismatch error while satisfy-

ing ISAC-oriented requirements. Simulation results confirmed

the effectiveness of the proposed ISAC framework and the

corresponding resource allocation algorithm. Moreover, our

results revealed the fact that the commonly adopted monostatic

architecture-based framework may not provide reliable ISAC

services for practical wireless networks.
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